Caterpillar 247-257
B & B Series 2
Multi Terrain Loaders
Rubber Track Options

RT_40

RT_39

RT_40

RT_56

RT_39 Original Style
This tread is designed to provide exceptional ﬂoatation, traction
and stability with minimal pressure on the ground and surface
damage.

RT_40 Aggressive Straight Bar Tread Pattern
Compared to the original, this popular track oﬀers supreme
aggressive traction and a lightweight solution without losing
ﬂoatation.

RT_56 Anti-Vibration Tread Pattern
Experience reduced vibration and a smoother ride with tracks
that are speciﬁcally designed to leave a light footprint and reduce
damage on sensitive turf.
Check with your sales representative for more options.
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Caterpillar 267-277-287
B & C Model
Multi Terrain Loaders
Rubber Track Options

RT_40

RT_39

RT_40

RT_56

RT_39 Original Style (C Model)
This tread is designed to provide exceptional ﬂoatation, traction
and stability with minimal pressure on the ground and surface
damage.

RT_40 Aggressive Straight Bar Tread Pattern (B & C Model)
Compared to the original, this popular track oﬀers supreme
aggressive traction and a lightweight solution without losing
ﬂoatation.

RT_56 Anti-Vibration Tread Pattern (B & C Model)
Experience reduced vibration and a smoother ride with tracks
that are speciﬁcally designed to leave a light footprint and reduce
damage on sensitive turf.
Check with your sales representative for more options.
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